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1 The debate about Russell’s Paradox.
As is well-known, in Frege’s system - consisting of full second-order logic, augmented by a single
non-logical axiom (Basic Law V, BLV: ∀X∀Y (ε(X) = ε(Y )↔ ∀x(Xx↔ Y x))) - we can derive
Russell’s paradox1. In the debate about this paradox, there are two main proposals: the "can-
torian" explanation and the "predicativist" one, which respectively blame the inconsistency on
the impredicative specification of Russell’s concept (obtained by an instance of the Comprehen-
sion axiom schema, CA: ∃X∀x(Xx↔ φ(x))) and on the existential assumption of an injective
function from concepts to extensions (obtained by the existential generalisation of left-to-right
conditional of Basic Law V, BLVb: ∀X∀Y (ε(X) = ε(Y ) → ∀x(Xx ↔ Y x))). Each of these
explanations suggests to solve the paradox by imposing restrictions respectively on BLV and
on CA: both these types of solutions only partially save Frege’s project2 and, moreover, their
presupposed explanations received many objections3.

The only solutions of the paradox that achieve a logicist4 and extensionalist program5 are
systems that, in different ways, revise the fregean correlation between concepts and objects,
obtaining zig-zag theories6. These results are important not only for the mathematical achieve-
ment7 but also because they implicitly presuppose a third - which we will call "extensionalist"
- explanation of the paradox.

Our two aims consist in, first, clarifying this third possible explanation implicitly presup-
posed by zig zag theories and, secondly, proposing a different strategy to obtain this zig-zag-
correlation, following, in a closer way, the proposed analysis of the paradox.

2 Extensionalist explanation.
The extensionalist explanation ascribes Russell’s paradox to the too generous fregean intersec-
tion between the logicist program and the extensionalist one, namely to the interaction between
classical second order logic (core of fregean logicism) and the non logical abstraction principle,
BLV (formalisation of fregean extensionalism). This means that the problem does not concerns

11. ∀X∀Y (ε(X) = ε(Y ) ↔ ∀x(Xx ↔ Y x)) [BLV]; 2. ∃X∀x(Xx ↔ ∃Y (x = ε(Y ) ∧ ¬Y x)) [CA]: we
will call this concept R; 3. ∀X∃x(x = ε(X)) [ET]; 4. ∃x(x = ε(R)) [2,3]; 5. ¬Rε(R) → Rε(R) [2,4]; 6.
Rε(R)→ ∃Y 6= R(ε(R) = ε(Y ) ∧ ¬Y ε(R)) [2,4]; 7. ¬R(ε(R)) [1,6]; 8. Rε(R)↔ ¬Rε(R) [5,7].

2Predicativist solutions - cfr. [11], [17], [9] - obtain theories equi-interpretable with Robinson arithmetic Q;
Cantorian solutions - cfr. [10], [14], [13] - are not able to avoid the contradiction.

3Cfr. [4], [7], [13], [16].
4All these theories obtain a derivation of the arithmetic from a logical system augmented with an abstraction

principle (a version of BLV): we know that it isn’t a purely logical result; indeed Frege would have considered
such result a logicist achievement because he considered BLV as a logical axiom.

5Cfr. [1].
6Explicit zig-zag proposals are in [15] and [8]; in our opinion, the same idea is developed, in other ways (and

also for other reasons) in [2], [5].
7 The plural revision of Frege’s logicism - in [2] - allows to interpret Peano arithmetic; the explicit zig-zag

revision - in [8] - allows to interpret Peano and Frege Arithmetic.



neither (as in predicativist explanation) the second order domain specified by CA nor (as in
cantorian explanation) the mere iniectivity of the correlation described by BLVb (left-to-right
conditional), but the domain of extensionality function, that is what classical logic says about
the non logic correlation between concepts and extensions.

From a syntactic point of view, this explanation identifies, as problematic condition of the
paradox, a logical theorem (ET: ∀X∃x(x = εX)) involved in the derivation of the contradiction:
ET asserts that the function denoted by symbol ε is defined on the whole second order domain;
by this theorem, we derive, from the existence of Russell’s concept, the existence of Russell’s
extension and, then, the contradiction.

Based on this syntactic reconstruction, the extensionalist explanation that I propose8 blames
the inconsistency on the theory of quantification and identity involved in the classical axiomati-
sation of second order logic, from which this theorem follows9: the fault of classical logic - whose
ET is a theorem - consists (syntactic thesis) in the un-restricted formulation of quantification
and identity rules and (semantic thesis) in the correlated assumptions that every singular term
must be denoting and every function must be total.

3 Free zig-zag solution.
The main proposals10 which realise a zig-zag project are theories with two sorts of second order
variables, which involve two versions of second order comprehension axiom schema11 (CA) and
a correspondent restriction of BLV12.

However, following the proposed explanation, we claimed that the reason why the full second
order domain cannot be the domain of the correlation is not in the specification of its members
via CA, but in the classical assumption that each of them is correlated to an extension. So, a
solution that more closely follows from the extensionalist explanation have to restrict the zig-
zag correlation between concepts and extensions working on the correlation itself: this goal is
obtained by substituting classical logic with a negative free logic and by moving the restrictions,
traditionally imposed on the comprehension axiom schema, on the right hand of BLV.

The change of logic is enough to prevent the standard version of Russell’s paradox, but
leads a weakening of logicist feature of the system: the adoption of a free logic - not allowing
ET’s derivation - takes away, from the logical part of the theory, the definition of the function’s
domain, giving this task to the right-to-left direction of the abstraction principle (BLVa)13;
moreover, this change of logic, while avoiding the contradiction, ascribes to BLVa the role
of selecting, as argument of the function, every concept that satisfies the co-extensionality
relation, determining again an undesirable circularity between the reflexive co-extensionality of
the concepts (right side of BLV) and the identity of the extensions (left side)14. So the full

8The solutions provided in [2] and [8] do not support this hypothesis and the explanatory indications available
in these works seem to lead to different conclusions.

9Extensions’ theorem. 1. ∀x(x = x) [SOL=]; 2. εX = εX [1, SOL=: ∀xφ(x) → φ(t/x)]; 3. ∃x(x = εX) [2,
IE]; 4. ∀X∃x(x = εX) [3, IU]).

10[2], [3] and [8].
11In [8], there are two comprehension axiom schema that respectively specify two sorts of second order

variables; instead, in [2], there are two comprehension axiom schema that respectively specify plural (first-order)
and predicative (second order) variables. The analogy is however supported by models for this last theory (cfr.
[3]), whose domain for plural variables is the full power-set of the first-order domain.

12In [2] and [8] this restriction is not visible in the axiomatisation but is introduced, in the vocabulary, on
the application of the abstraction operator ε.

131. X ∼ Y → (X) = (Y ) [AP right-to-left direction]; 2. X ∼ X [refl. ∼]; 3. (X) = (X) [1,2 MP]; 4.
∃x(x = X) [IE].

14If Russell’s concept is reflexively co-extensional with itself, we derive that its extension exists and then the



solution of the paradox - which follows from the extensionalist explanation - presupposes, other
than the adoption of first-order free logic, a correspondent weakening of BLVa.

We can briefly compare three free zig-zag fregean theories (E-FL, P-FL, T-FL) which share
the logical axioms (FL) and distinguish one another by the different restrictions admitted on the
right hand of BLV. The language LF of all these theories is a standard second order language15,
in which we can also define: a predicative monadic constant E!: E!a =d ∃x(x = a); a universal
"restricted" quantifier FOL ∀: ∀xAx =d

∨
x(E!x→ Ax); an existential "restricted" quantifier

FOL ∃: ∃xAx =d

∧
x(E!x ∧Ax).

The interpretation of these theories is provided by a model M = <D, D0, I> , in which D
is the domain of restricted quantification (such that D ⊆ D0), D0 is the domain of generalised
quantification and I is a total interpretation function on D0. The symbol ε is interpreted as a
partial injective function from a subset of the power set of D0 in D.

All these theories involve, as the logical core of the theory (FL) the axioms of classical
second-order logic without identity (SOL16) for "un-restricted" quantification, the axioms of
non inclusive negative free logic with identity (NFL=17) for "restricted" quantification and
identity, the comprehension axiom schema (CA18) and, as the only inferential rule, modus
ponens (MP)19.

The non logical abstraction principles that characterize the three fregean free theories are
the results of different weakenings of BLV:
1) E-BLV: ∀F∀G(ext(F ) = ext(G)↔

∨
x(Fx↔ Gx) ∧ (E!ext(F ) ∧ E!ext(G)));

2) P-BLV: ∀F∀G(ext(F ) = ext(G)↔
∨
x(Fx↔ Gx) ∧ (φ(F ) ∧ φ(G)) - where φ means "pred-

icative" (it contains no bound second-order variables);
3) T-BLV: ∀F∀G(ext(F ) = ext(G) ↔

∨
x(Fx ↔ Gx) ∧ (φ(F ) ∧ φ(G)) - where φ means

"positive"(it contains second order variables only in the scope of an even number of negation
symbols).
The first theory (E-FL) only allows to define Frege Arithmetic’s vocabulary (cardinal number,
predecessor, ancestral, weak ancestral and natural number) but is not able to derive signifi-
cant mathematical results; the second theory (P-FL) is as strong as predicative subsystem of
Grundgesetze ([11],[9],[17]), so it is able to interpret Robinson Arithmetic; the last theory (T-
FL) is enough to derive, from T-BLV, Hume’s Principle and all concepts of Frege Arithmetic;
so this theory allows to derive a free version of Frege’s Theorem.
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